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Supportive ownership and peer-to-peer delivery. As online games move beyond large consumers to the broader public, supporting player communities is critical in encouraging players to interact
and engage with in-game content to their advantage. Online-to-offline games create a direct pipeline from the player to the brand. Players now have little regard for content from unknown

developers, and retailers are more willing to reach out to their customers. For players and retailers: Add a layer of personalisation, human intelligence, and emotion that gamers will remember by
investing in new technology, experience, and development. First, monitor and measure the data you can collect on your players, and react promptly to them. Develop a communication strategy

that is integrated across your platform by empowering all channels from storefront to advertising to online messaging to look and feel like a single coherent experience. Reassess your investments
to create experiences that they will remember, and provide a seamless, consistent experience across devices and channels. The transition from lecture and discussion to tutorial learning means

that the user becomes less of an expert and more of a learner. Tutorials are tools that gradually remove the steps necessary to perform a task, such as configuring your router for an online
connection. By breaking the action down into smaller steps, the learner can watch it play out in slow-motion and learn at their own pace.
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